
CPU active cooling Aigo ICE 200 (heatsink + fan black) Ref: 6926170087853
CPU active cooling Aigo ICE 200 (heatsink + fan black)

Aigo ICE 200 LED active CPU cooler
The Aigo ICE 200 keeps your CPU cooler with 2 heat pipes, a powerful fan and HDT technology. The device is easy to install and supports
the  intelligent  PWM control  function.  The  colorful  backlighting  is  a  real  eye-catcher  and  allows  you  to  give  your  computer  an  original
gaming character.
 
Optimized solutions for efficient cooling
Aigo  ICE  200  is  your  new  way  to  optimal  cooling  of  the  CPU.  2  heat  pipes  ensure  effective  heat  distribution  for  efficient  hardware
operation. The 90mm fan spins at up to 1800 RPM. You can also take advantage of the HDT technology. The copper cooler base is in
direct contact with the CPU, significantly improving heat conduction.
 
Intelligent PWM control
AIGO offers even more optimum solutions. This includes intelligent PWM control. When the temperature changes, the fan automatically
adjusts its performance to give you the best results.
 
Simple and quick installation
Forget about complicated and time-consuming installation. The AIGO brand cooler features a user-friendly design that makes it easy to
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install, saving you precious minutes. The product is compatible with selected models of Intel and AMD platforms.
 
Colorful backlighting
The Aigo ICE 200 impresses not only with its  efficiency.  The fan blades have been equipped with colored backlighting that provides a
beautiful  glow and makes your hardware look truly outstanding.  It  provides your CPU with optimal  cooling and gives your computer a
phenomenal gaming character!
 
Set includes:
Radiator
Fan
Intel & AMD installation kit
1 x fan mounting clip
Thermal conductive paste
Mounting screws
User Manual
Manufacturer
AIGO
Model
ICE200
Color
Black
Cooling type
Active
Number of fans
1
Speed
1800 RPM
Maximum sound level
23 dBA
Airflow
26 CFM
Supply voltage
12 V
Connector
3 Pin
Type of bearing
Hydraulic Bearing
Backlight
LED
Number of heat pipes
2
Compatibility
Intel: LGA 775 /115x /1336 (Intel Core i3 i i5)AMD: AM4 / AM3
Fan size
90x90x25 mm
Dimensions
92x63x133 mm
Heat sink material
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Copper + Aluminum
TDP
95 W

Preço:

€ 16.00

Jogos, Cooling, Active cooling
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